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İngilizce Soruları

1. Read the invitation and answer the question.

Which of the following is NOT correct according to the information above?

A) People will pay according to the number of participants.

B) This will be the first meeting of a group of friends.

C) For more details, you can call Mike Miller before the event.

D) Invitees should give information to organizers before the event.

Class Meeting

It has been a long time since our last meeting. It will be great to see 
each other. We hope you will join us. See you!

Saturday, June 25                         Single: $20    Couple: $40             

5.30 p.m.

Roberto’s Restaurant-502 Main Street, Bellevue, Washington

Contact Person: Mike Miller -012 587 74 85

P.S. Inform us until June 20. 
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2. Read the conversation below and answer the question.

Alice:

Lucy:

Mark:

I prefer listening jazz to hip-hop music. In my opinion, hip hop is ridiculous.
Jazz is amazing. I always go to concerts with my friends.

I prefer fantastic to horror movies. To me, fantastic movies are awesome.
In my free time, I enjoy doing origami and reading books.

I’m fond of all basketball events. I always feel excited and energetic.
I can’t stand watching TV or movies.

Which of the following is NOT correct according to the conversation above?

A) Alice is fond of hip hop.

B) Lucy is keen on origami.

C) Mark finds watching films unbearable.

D) All of them have different likes and dislikes.

3. Read the conversation and answer the question.

Sandra:

Nancy:
Jennifer:

Mandy:

Hi, friends. I am organizing a slumber party at home on Saturday night. 
Who wants to join and enjoy with me?
Great idea. I don’t have any plans on Saturday night. I can join you.
That sounds awesome but I don’t think I can come.
Thanks for inviting me but I can’t join you. My aunt is coming on that day. 

Which of the following is NOT correct according to the conversation above?

A) Sandra makes an offer.

B) Nancy accepts the invitation.

C) Jennifer makes an excuse for not going to the party.

D) Mandy refuses the invitation because she has a guest.
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4. Look at the chart and answer the question.

The chart below shows how often Joe and his friends do some free time activities.

Meet friends Chat with friends online Ride a bike Go skating
JOE always often never seldom
LISA often seldom sometimes always
TONY never sometimes always often
CAROL seldom usually seldom never

According to the information above which of the following is NOT correct?

A) Joe isn’t fond of going skating.

B) Carol prefers chatting online to going skating.

C) Tony isn’t interested in skating or riding a bike.

D) Lisa prefers meeting friends to chatting online.

5. Read the conversation and answer the question.

George:

Maria:

Ted:

Alice:

Internet is my life. Because I always play games with my online friends. They are very enjoyable and I 
share my secrets with them. 

I use the Internet to meet new people. If a stranger sends a friend request, I accept it. 

I want to try new dishes from different countries. So I usually search for new recipes on the Internet. 

I’m really keen on learning different languages. I usually attend online courses.

Which of the following is CORRECT according to the information above?

A) Two of the teenagers should be more careful about Internet security. 

B) Most of the teenagers use the Internet for practical purposes.

C) All teenagers spend time on the Internet for similar reasons.

D) None of the teenagers prefers using the Internet for fun. 
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6. Read the conversation and answer the question.

Waiter:
John:

Waiter:
John:

Waiter:

Welcome, sir. What would you like to have?
What do you offer?
We have sea food or chicken menu if you want.
I like both of them, but I don’t prefer fatty food.
Then, would you like to eat ......................... ?

 According to the information above, which of the following completes the conversation?

A) Steak B) Fried chicken

C) Meatballs D) Grilled fish
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7. Read the text and answer the question.
 

Hello,

I’m Daniel from Canada. I am the chef of my 
own restaurant. I want to prepare a new 
menu for my customers according to their 
preferences. It will be Today’s Menu.
My customers usually like healthy food. 
They also prefer seafood because they find 
it delicious. They love eating cold desserts. 
Finally they like drinking something hot after 
meal.  

According to the text above, which of the following is Today’s Menu?

A)  Today’s Menu
•Sushi rolls
•Steamed vegetables
•Fried rice with sauce
•Apple Juice

B) Today’s Menu
•Tomato soup
•Fish with steamed vegetables
•Ice-cream
•A glass of green tea

C) Today’s Menu
•Lentil soup
•Fried meat with vegetables
•A piece of cake
•A cup of coffee

D) Today’s Menu
•Steamed fish
•Lentil soup
•Orange juice
•Pasta with sweet basil
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8. Read the conversation and answer the question.

Adam: Hello, this is Adam. Is Mr. Arthur there?  _ _ _ _ _ _

Lucy:   _ _ _ _ _ _

Adam: That’s bad. Do you know when he will be back?

Lucy: I don’t have any idea.  _ _ _ _ _ _

Adam: Sure, can you tell him to call me back?

Which of the following does NOT complete the conversation above?

A) Would you like to leave a message?

B) I'm afraid he is not available now.

C) May I talk to him, please?

D) Hang on a minute, I will get him.
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9. Read the text and answer the question.

People used lots of things to communicate for ages. One of them is smoke signals.

People used them to contact each other and send messages. We know they didn’t have smart phones or 
mobile phones. Well, did they use social media tools to spend time? Actually, we know this answer, too. They 
never used social media, but they were actively social.

Which one is CORRECT according to the text above?

A) They sent messages through smoke signals.

B) People used only smoke signals to communicate.

C) They had some social media tools to socialize.

D) People were never actively social in daily life.
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10. Read the recipe and answer the question.

LEMON CAKE

*** Preheat the oven for ten minutes at 180 degrees.

First, mix eggs and sugar in a large bowl. Second, add milk, oil and lemon juice 
into this mixture. Then, put grated lemon, flour, baking powder and vanilla. Next, 
stir all the ingredients once again. After that, pour the mixture into a baking tray.  
Finally, bake it in preheated oven about 30 minutes. 
Enjoy your meal! 

Which of the following is NOT correct according to the recipe above?

              You ............................................................................. .

A) shouldn’t bake it more than half an hour

B) shouldn’t mix eggs and sugar before adding lemon juice

C) should pour the mixture into a baking tray after stirring all of them

D) should put vanilla before stirring all the ingredients
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CEVAP ANAHTARI

TÜRKÇE MATEMATİK FEN BİLİMLERİ

T.C. İNKILAP TARİHİ VE
ATATÜRKÇÜLÜK

1.  B

2.  A

3.  C

4.  C

5.  A

6.  D

7.  B

8.  D

9.  A

10.  B

İNGİLİZCE

1.  A

2.  B

3.  D

4.  C

5.  D

6.  D

7.  D

8.  A

9.  D

10.  B

DİN KÜLTÜRÜ VE
AHLAK BİLGİSİ

1.  D

2.  B

3.  C

4.  A

5.  C

6.  B

7.  C

8.  D

9.  D

10.  C

1.  B

2.  C

3.  B

4.  A

5.  C

6.  D

7.  A

8.  A

9.  C

10.  D

1.  D

2.  A

3.  B

4.  D

5.  A

6.  D

7.  D

8.  C

9.  C

10.  A

1.  A

2.  B

3.  B

4.  C

5.  A

6.  C

7.  C

8.  B

9.  C

10.  C


